CSND Team

CSND Leadership Team

- Alex Withers, Chief Information Security Officer, Group Manager
- Jim Basney, Sr. Research Scientist
- James Eyrich, Security Operations Manager, Principal Security Engineer
- David Wheeler, Technical Program Manager, Network Engineering & Research

Staff

- Kapil Agrawal, Network Engineer
- Kay Avila, Sr. Security Engineer
- Leandro Avila-Diaz, Sr. Security Engineer
- Justin Azoff, Sr. Security Engineer
- Eric Boyer, Sr. Network Engineer
- Chris Clausen, Lead Security Engineer
- Jeannette Dopheide, Sr. Education, Outreach, and Training Coordinator
- Corey Eichelberger, Network Engineer
- Terry Fleury, Sr. Research Programmer
- Jacob Frasca, Assistant Security Analyst
- Jeff Gaynor, Research Programmer
- Vlad Grigorescu, Security Engineer
- Paul Guder, Security Engineer
- Matthew Kollross, Sr. Network Engineer
- John Zage, Research Programmer
- Margaret Johnson, Assistant Director

Affiliate Faculty

- Masooda Bashir, Assistant Professor of Psychology
- Ravi Iyer, George and Ann Fisher Distinguished Professor of Engineering
- Zbigniew Kalbarczyk, Research Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Brighten Godfrey, Associate Professor of Computer Science
- Joseph Yun, Research Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Student Collaborators

- Phuong Cao
- Key-whan Chung
- You Gao
- Xinyi Guo
- Daniela Zieba
- Anthony K